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VALENTINA BADRAJAN, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, MCA MOLDOVA: THE MCC
COMPACT HAS CATALYSED CHANGES
THAT WILL MAKE MOLDOVA STRONGER
FOR OUR CHILDREN’S SAKE

T

he five-year Compact has come to an

we have built with Compact funds is the most modern

end. What are the feelings at the end of

and the best road in Moldova. We are happy that the

the program?

Compact investments have changed the farmers’ long

Five years have gone extremely quickly.

term prospects (in the areas of the 10 fully rehabilitated

Getting closer to the end date of the Millennium

irrigation systems), making them „much more positive”

Challenge Compact encourages us, while also making

due to the new irrigation opportunities in those regions.

us to take a new look at our results that could be

The fact that the long-term financing for farmers from

achieved due to huge investments and efforts.

the Credit Facility has resulted in fruit/vegetable cold

Although we were very concerned at the beginning

storage capacity of around 35 thousand tones and many

about how we will succeed to achieve the Compact

other high value agriculture equipment, including

objectives, today I have to say that these two factors

irrigation equipment, makes us confident that farmers

- complex objectives and the fixed implementation

will have the opportunity to be present at different

term, have made us mobilize and to achieve the

stages of the value chain and, therefore, receive much

expected results.

more income.

I am proud to say that the 96 km road segment that
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Indeed, we have positive and deep feelings when we
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see these results. I have to admit that it wasn’t easy.

What can you say about the Compact achievements?

We faced challenges, risks, and resistance to change.

As the executive director of MCA Moldova, I highly

There were times when we wondered if we were doing

appreciate the Compact achievements. This is my

the right thing or not. Now we can definitely say that

personal opinion, and the opinion of the people that

everything was done, risks were handled efficiently

were not involved in the Compact implementation.

and all challenges overcome due to the MCA Moldova’s

I am sure that many people, even those who were

strong team, multilateral support from the Millennium

distrustful at the beginning, now admit that the Sarateni-

Challenge Corporation, Government of Moldova and

Soroca road is the best road in Moldova. We often hear

governmental agencies, significant efforts made by the

travellers and road infrastructure experts say that the

implementing entities, banks, the 2KR Unit, contractors

Sarateni-Soroca road has become a model in terms of

and other partners.

quality of works, road safety, contract management,

We are also proud that two U.S. Government agencies

compliance with the contract terms and, last but not

– the Millennium Challenge Corporation and the U.S.

least, integration of social issues, facilitated access

Agency for International Development have built a

to schools, hospitals and other social facilities in the

strong partnership in Moldova, by joining efforts to

villages crossed by the rehabilitated road.

implement a Compact activity. This partnership resulted

The rehabilitation of the irrigation systems is another

in the design and implementation of the ACED project,

model of complex approach, independent experts

that was a reliable partner for MCA Moldova in its efforts

and others say. Moreover, addressing issues related to

to achieve the Compact goals and which benefited a lot

the central irrigation revealed old issues, particularly

the Moldovan farmers, including those from the areas

linked to the efficient and transparent regulation of

of the central irrigation systems rehabilitated with the

irrigation water use. To address these and other issues

Compact support.

we developed a coherent legal framework on the use of
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irrigation water, established 10 water users’ associations

investments generate benefits and before these

(WUA) in the areas of the rehabilitated irrigation systems

benefits become visible, recognized and accepted by

and arranged the management transfer of these systems

all. Therefore, our people should have expectations

to WUAs. I have to say that the systemic approach to

related to these changes and monitor them. Actually,

transitioning to high value agriculture does not confine

the Millennium Challenge Corporation will monitor

to the delivery of water to hydrants and the management

these changes till 2020.

transfer of irrigation systems to WUAs.

I think that more efforts should be made at country

Another critical element is the long-term financing

level to achieve economic growth that will help

provided to farmers through the USD 14 mil. Credit

significantly reduce poverty. On the other hand, the

Facility, which has significantly contributed to the

Compact was a catalyst for changes that will improve the

sustainable expansion of agricultural businesses and,

lives of the Moldovan people.

ultimately, to increased family incomes. This money has

We are happy that changes have already begun to

been invested in cold storage facilities and state-of-art

occur. The rehabilitated Sarateni-Soroca road made

storage technologies, greenhouses, irrigation, sorting,

the local people start new businesses and provide

packing equipment, which are an indispensable link in

services to travellers and drivers. The road traffic

the value chain.

has increased, more vehicles heading for Ukraine are

To what extent has the Compact achieved its
economic growth and poverty reduction goal?

using it, and this means additional payments to the
local and central budgets.

Let’s think realistically. Now that the Compact is

As for agriculture, MCA Moldova created a friendly

nearing completion we can say that to a certain extent

environment and gave strong signals for the private

it has contributed to improving the welfare of the

sector to invest in expansion of the rehabilitated

people living in the Compact regions. Just a little bit.

irrigation systems and building or rehabilitation of

Moreover, some people might say that there has been

other irrigation systems to supply water to their crops.

no growth in certain sectors. We all, however, must

The Compact has also catalysed investments in the post-

understand that it will take some time before today’s

harvest infrastructure proving that this link in the value

4
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chain generates significant revenues, particularly on the

requirements and social and gender integration.
We are sure that we coped with all the challenges and

export markets.
What were the biggest challenges faced during the
Compact implementation?

acknowledge the input of each institution, company and
implementation partner to the success of the Compact.

The biggest challenge was to implement the Compact’s
complex activities in a five-year term that could not be

What is next after the Compact?
Most of all we wish that the Compact investments in
the welfare of the Moldovan people are sustainable. To

extended.
Another challenge was to be pioneers with renovation

this end, all the Compact initiatives should continue.

of irrigation systems. The Compact was the first

These initiatives relate to the irrigation sector reform,

assistance program in Moldova that invested in the

improvement of water management, supporting small

reconstruction of irrigation systems, some of which were

and middle farmers to increase investments in the high

built 30-40 years ago.

value agriculture.

Communication with tens of partners – ministries,

Secondly, the Compact opportunities should be

governments,

seized by both the Compact beneficiaries and potential

nongovernmental organizations and the people from the

local and foreign investors interested in starting and

Compact areas was also quite challenging. Coordination

expanding profitable businesses in Moldova.

agencies,

inspectorates

and

local

of implementation of contracts signed with international

The integrity of the assets built by the Compact is

and local companies for rehabilitation of the road

another important thing. People should learn to keep the

segment and irrigation systems required considerable

public assets in good condition, maintain and secure them.
No less important is the fact that the Compact’s

systemic efforts.
In our daily work we were guided by transparency
and

accountability

principles,

permanent

public

consultations, anti-fraud and corruption measures,
compliance

with

the

environment

infrastructure project management procedures and
mechanisms are worth replicating in other projects
funded with Moldovan and foreign funds.

protection
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JAMES D. PETTIT, U.S. AMBASSADOR TO
MOLDOVA: NOW, THE GOVERNMENT AND
THE PEOPLE OF MOLDOVA MUST WORK
TOGETHER TO MAINTAIN THESE
INVESTMENTS, CONTINUING TO BUILD ON
THIS GIFT FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
AND ATTRACTING MORE INVESTMENT

E

xcellency,

the

Millennium

Challenge

particularly happy with the high standards of road safety

Compact is nearing completion. You

and environmental stewardship. Our commitment to

have already had the opportunity to

the people of Moldova was that the M2 would be a model

travel on the renovated road and visit the

of modern safety standards in road building, enhancing

renovated irrigation systems. What can you say about
the Compact achievements?

prospects for Moldova’s future.
At the same time, having visited several irrigation

I have had the great pleasure of travelling on the

systems and having talked to Moldovan farmers, I

newly built M2 road from Sarateni to Soroca. I am very

am convinced that Moldova’s current transition to

impressed by the quality of the work done on this road

high-value agriculture will continue well beyond this

as well as the, social improvements. As a representative

Compact. This $123 million investment in agriculture is

of the American people and taxpayers, I am very proud

a great opportunity for the Moldovan farmers to create

that the rehabilitation of the M2 serves as a positive

a prosperous future, at home. Farmers in Moldova are

example not only for the Moldovan people, but also for

famous for growing delicious fruits and vegetables. I am

other international donors and road contractors. I am

convinced that in the near future, we will see Moldovan

6
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products on new international markets in Europe, and

ambitious timeline. The Compact used several innovative

even the Middle East and Asia. What once seemed

social features to maximize the economic and social

impossible has now become a reality. Moldovan farmers

benefits for the adjacent communities, engaging local

are successfully exporting apples to Bangladesh, India

beneficiaries in the project. In the case of the road project,

and Mongolia now. I’ve heard the Moldovan apples sold

MCA/MCC used a participatory process to identify social

very fast because, as you know, “Taste does make the

improvements to community infrastructure, such as

difference!”

access roads to schools, kindergartens, medical centers,

This accomplishment is really a reflection of the

construction of sidewalks, installation of railing and

commitment and integrity of everyone involved with

lights to improve road safety for community residents,

implementing the Compact, and of the ability to work

and especially, children. The creation of community-

together toward a shared goal. As we often say, there is no

based Social Impact and Monitoring Committees (SIMCs)

limit to what can be achieved by a team with a common vision.

helped facilitate public interaction, managing and

How important are such programs like the Compact

mitigating disagreements between community residents

for a developing country like Moldova?

and contractors. It is expected that the social capital

The MCC Compact, a strategic $262 million investment of

acquired by the SIMCs will help them become agents of

the American people in the future of this beautiful country,

change that will generate new development initiatives for

is coming to a close, having essentially accomplished

their respective communities.

everything it set out to. This is the largest investment that

In terms of the Transition to High-Value Agriculture

Moldova has received from an international partner under

project, I would point to the great importance of the

one program, and it addresses poverty reduction through

creation of Water Users Association as organizations

economic growth. The MCC model in implementing

fully responsible for proper management and timely

projects is about addressing economic constraints and

maintenance of the rehabilitated irrigation systems.

finding solutions, which then generates economic benefits

These are concrete examples of farmers taking ownership

and reduces poverty. MCC supports the implementation of

of these assets, which, when effectively managed and

projects that have high economic rates of return, projects

maintained, will economically contribute to their

that help improve peoples’ lives. Out of a large number

livelihoods for many years to come.

of projects originally proposed for funding in Moldova,

The

multilateral

partnership

between

various

it was decided that road and irrigation infrastructure

government organizations and entities both in Chisinau

had the greatest potential to positively contribute to the

and Washington demonstrates that it is possible for

livelihoods of Moldova people. From 2010 until 2015

Moldova to implement and deliver efficient projects

during the Compact’s implementation, the road project

benefiting its people. It is my sincere hope that Moldova

has helped over 300,000 beneficiaries and the investments

uses the success of this compact to continue carrying out

in agriculture have reached over 112,000 beneficiaries.

any future public projects or initiatives with this same

The United States government believes in the future

dedication to excellence.

of Moldova and we are convinced that the Compact has

What should the Moldovan government and people

played a significant role in helping to build this strong,

do to ensure the sustainability of the Compact

prosperous, and European future.

achievements?

What lessons should the Moldovan government
and society learn from the Compact?

Our $262 million investment in the economy of
Moldova has now reached completion. But I like to think

One aspect I’d particularly like to highlight is that the

that this is not the end; it is only the beginning. Now,

Compact was implemented efficiently and transparently.

the Government and the people of Moldova must work

The program used rigorous procurement methods and

together to maintain these investments, continuing to

criteria, including past contractor performance, to choose

build on this gift from the American people and attracting

among interested bidders, resulting in the selection

more investment to create a ripple effect that will enhance

of financially sound and reputable companies. This in

prosperity across this beautiful country. To the Moldovan

turn led to the well-managed and timely delivery of

people, I offer sincere congratulations for successfully

the irrigation and road projects within the program’s

completing this Compact.
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LESLIE MCCUAIG, MCC COUNTRY
RESIDENT DIRECTOR: THE COMPACT IS
A STRATEGIC INVESTMENT FROM THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE INTO THE FUTURE
OF MOLDOVA

M

oldova is one of the 20 countries

goal to contribute to the country’s economic growth

that implemented compacts. What

and poverty reduction?

can you say about the results of this
complex program for our country?

Moldova does indeed have the distinction of being

The

Compact is a strategic investment from the

American people into the future of Moldova and as
such it represents a vision. The compact vision is for a

All compacts face the

strong, stable, democratic and prosperous Moldova-- a

challenge of completing complex and ambitious projects

small country with a secure future, benefiting from its

within the short 5 year timeframe and it is clear that the

unique geographic location at the crossroads of Europe

Moldova compact is one of the most successful. Both

and its competitive advantage in high value agriculture.

large infrastructure projects—the 96 kilometer road and

By completing all the designed works the compact has

the ten irrigation systems—were completed not only

made a major contribution to reducing poverty through

as originally envisioned, but were actually improved

economic growth in Moldova, but it is only the first

and expanded during implementation. This is a huge

step. The next step is for the Moldovan people—the

accomplishment.

farmers, businesses, and all member of communities, as

MCC’s twentieth compact.

To what extent has the Compact achieved its major

8
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care of and support these large projects. It is up to the

commitment to completing the full compact scope, with

Moldovan people and government to follow up with

the standard of excellence the people of Moldova and of

more investment and to show significant improvements

America deserve. Working with a large team of more than

in transparency, a better business environment and

twenty international firms, following the procedures and

cleaning up corruption.

regulations of not one but two governments, managing

How efficient was the MCC investment in the

the relationships of professionals representing more

high value agriculture and the transport sector in

than a dozen nationalities---this is not easy. In Moldova

Moldova?

we introduced trainings and workshops to build trust and

The rehabilitated M2 marks a major contribution to

mutual understanding between these many entities and

Moldova’s modern road network, not just because it

individuals, which allowed the teams to work together

is a superior road benefitting citizens, communities

to the highest standard. This is an innovation for which

and commerce in the northeast region, but because it

Moldova is a leader, and which MCC will be adopting for

sets the standard for quality, safety and environmental

new compacts.

management for continued investment in the road

What were the most exciting moments during

sector. Similarly the ten rebuilt irrigation systems will

Compact implementation that have left a mark on

bring reliable water and increased agricultural incomes

you?

to the farmers in these regions, while demonstrating the
profitability of investment in Moldovan high value fruits

There were so many it is hard to select, but a few do
jump to the fore:

and vegetables to the agricultural sector throughout the

During the first year we brought the MCC and MCA

country. We are already seeing significant investment

teams together with the early contractors to a workshop

in new orchards and new fields of vegetables, in on farm

to develop a common vision. The vision which emerged—

irrigation equipment, and in cold storage and processing

of a strong, prosperous Moldova boasting a modern

facilities, along with the formation of water user’s

road network and a bountiful agricultural economy,

associations by farmers not directly affected by the

providing jobs and a clean healthy and safe environment

compact. We are confident that these investments will

for all citizens— provided the foundation for creating a

continue and gain momentum, increasing the impact

cohesive team of compact implementers. This diverse

of the MCC investment many times over in the coming

team working toward this common vision, together, to

years.

solve problems and overcome obstacles, is the secret to

What Compact practices would you recommend
to the public authorities and other financing
institutions?

the success of the Moldova compact.
I also remember when we had bid openings for the
major construction projects—first for the road and later

There are many international best practices that the

for the irrigation projects. These were public forums,

MCC Compact brought to Moldova. These include public

assuring transparency and best value for these critical

consultations at every stage of Compact design-- from

investments. When we saw the numbers written on the

original project selection to working with communities

board and knew we had in each case several competitive,

along the M2 on issues of safety and access, to convening

realistic prices—that was when we knew we could do it.

groups of farmers to assure optimal configurations for

The works would be built—on time and within budget!

the irrigation systems. In addition, the implementation

And of course the project completions are very exciting.

of these complex multi-million dollar projects followed

Celebrating success, seeing the concrete results of years

strict procurement guidelines, including fully open and

of hard work. These occasions bring tears to one’s eyes,

transparent competition for every contract awarded,

as you see the Moldovan people receive the benefit and

and established an institutional anti-corruption policy

understand the power of this strategic investment from

which assured accountability for these funds from the

the American people.

American people.

And finally, the 73 km bike ride with Ambassador Moser

But one of the most important innovations, close to

and more than 100 Moldovan citizens, racing and riding

my own heart, was the methodology introduced to assure

for fun, covering almost the full length of the rebuilt M2

working relationships built on partnership and a common

road—this was an extraordinary event for Moldova.
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INVESTMENTS IN THE IRRIGATION
SECTOR WILL CONTINUE TO ENSURE
SUSTAINABILITY OF U.S.
GOVERNMENT’S COMPACT

O

n August 20, 2015 Prime Minister Valeriu

achievements and expressed gratitude to the U.S.

Strelet chaired the meeting of the MCA

Government for the investments in the economic growth

Moldova

Committee, which

and poverty reduction in Moldova. „We are grateful for

resulted in a decision to continue the

everything that has been done with your support. The

investments in the irrigation infrastructure reform in

results are visible and the people can see the changes

Moldova out of the funds that will become available

that have happened over the past years. We rely on a

after September 1, 2015 – the Compact end date.

good cooperation with the U.S. Government in future”,

To

ensure

the

Steering

sustainability

of

the

Compact

Mr. Strelet said.

investments made in the past five years the Steering

On the other hand, Prime Minister Strelet suggested

Committee members suggested reorganizing MCA

that the reorganized entity should take part in the design

Moldova. The reorganized entity will provide support to

of Compact II, in particular for the energy sector.

the water users’ associations and expansion of irrigated

Leslie McCuaig, Country Resident Director of the

areas; promote rehabilitation models for water supply

Millennium Challenge Corporation, said that for the U.S.

systems and identify investments for further renovation

Government the Compact is an investment in the future

of the irrigation infrastructure. Further reformation of

of Moldova. „The partnership between the Millennium

the irrigation sector from 2016 to 2017 will be funded

Challenge Corporation and the Government of Moldova

out of the Compact revolving funds, which are Compact

does not end with the Compact. It will continue to

funds loaned out to agricultural producers.

ensure the sustainability of investments in the road and

Prime Minister Strelet appreciated the Compact

10
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ROAD REHABILITATION PROJECT
Overview:

all the stakeholders, such as local governments, road

• Reconstruction and modernization of a 93 km

police, communities etc. This secured the design docu-

stretch of the national M2 road from the Sarateni

ments from various faults and helped find the best solu-

junction to the junction with the R9 road (Drochia).

tions.

• The Sarateni-Soroca crosses 14 localities in the
Telenesti, Floresti and Soroca rayons.

The 93 km road segment was divided into four lots
for bidding. The first lot stretches on 24.2 km from the

• Experts estimate that after rehabilitation the

Sarateni junction to the border between the Telenesti

number of travellers, businesses and jobs and the

and Floresti rayons. The second lot stretches on 20.7 km

price of the transported goods will increase, while

from the Telenesti-Floresti border to the entrance to

the vehicle operation costs will fall. Some local

the Ghindesti town. The third 23.2 km lot starts at the

shipping companies have already reported lower

entrance to the Ghindesti town and ends at the junc-

vehicle maintenance costs due to the good road. On

tion with the access road to the Radi-Ceresnovat village,

the other hand, farmers will be able to export their

where the last 24.9 road segment starts, ending at the

agricultural products safely.

Drochia junction (R7-R9 crossroad).

• The total project budget is 112 million USD.

Achievements:

The rehabilitation works at the Sarateni-Soroca road
started in the fall of 2012 and were done by ONUR and
SUMMA, which is a consortium of Turkish companies,

The technical designs went through four verification

and STRABAG, Austria, selected in an international

stages (30%, 60%, 90% and final), consultations with

bidding. The consortium of Turkish companies was

11
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contracted to rehabilitate a 44.9 km segment from the

5.

Sarateni junction to the entrance to the Ghindesti town,

During the project:

while Strabag was contracted to rehabilitate a 48.1 km

• 96,045 km of national and local roads were

stretch from the entrance to the Ghindesti town to the
Drochia junction (R7-R9 crossroad).
The road reconstruction was compliant with the international standards, while quality was supervised by
Louis Berger and IRD.
To rehabilitate the road various types of construction

approval of materials after use in construction works.

rehabilitated.
• The rehabilitation of the Sarateni-Soroca road
lasted from 2012 to 2014. The construction works
were completed on September 30, 2014.
• Additionally to the rehabilitated road:
- about 22 km of sidewalks were built in the lo-

materials were used – stone, cement, asphalt concrete

calities crossed by the road,

(cold recycling), porous asphalt, stone mastic asphalt, as

- 15 bridges were either renovated or built, in-

well as 3 to 5 layers of construction materials 28 to 67

cluding the Sarateni grade separation and the

cm thick.

railway bridge near the Ghindesti town,

Moreover, the cold asphalt recycling technology was
used for the first time in Moldova.
To ensure the quality of the construction works the
supervision of the construction works included:
1.

- street lighting was installed along about 20 km
of road,
- about 12 km of iron guardrails were installed,
- about 3000 road signs and more than 9000 re-

approval of the source of construction materials,

flective items were installed along dangerous

such as the quarry where materials are extracted,

road segments etc.,

2.

approval of the construction materials on site,

- about 20 km of local roads were renovated to fa-

3.

approval of production material,

cilitate the access to schools, mayoralties, health-

4.

development of inspection methodology and

care facilities etc. in 20 communities near the road,

testing plan,

- four roundabouts were built.

12
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VLADIMIR FLOREA: THE COMPACT - A
PERFECT PROJECT IMPLEMENTED BY
PROFESSIONALS
Interview with Vladimir Florea, President, Employers’Association “Union of Transporters and Road Workers in Moldova”

W

hat did the Compact mean to

and we can be proud of it. This is very important for

Moldova?

Moldova.

The Compact Moldova was a

Unfortunately we will not benefit from a second

by

Compact because our country is facing corruption issues

professionals. I think it was a successful program with

and the American Government will not make any new

good media coverage. It proved that it is possible to

investments. That’s a pity.

perfect

project

implemented

implement projects in Moldova with no corruption or
political or other kind of influence. It is a model that

What was your experience as a member of the
MCA Moldova’s Steering Committee?

should be followed by the Government and other projects.

I think that establishment of the Steering Committee

From my point of view the sectors for investments

was a good attempt to cooperate with professionals, such

were very well chosen - reconstruction of the road

as the Union of Transporters, Employers’ Association in

and irrigation infrastructures and the support for

Agriculture, Bankers’ Association and others. Being on

investments in the post-harvest infrastructure. We

the Steering Committee was a successful experience for

needed these projects to promote a new culture in these

us – a partnership between the government institutions

sectors. They are the first infrastructure projects that

and the nongovernmental organizations. I think we have

were implemented in a quality and transparent manner

completed our mission. We kept an eye on the projects,

13
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both in terms of expenditures and implementation. Our

Are there roads in Moldova that are part of the

views were considered and this is very important. I have

international circuit? What are the benefits for a

to say it once again – the Compact was transparent and

transit country?

this must be appreciated.

Moldova has roads that are in the international

How important is a developed road infrastructure

circuit: the European road E577, E581, and highway

for our country? What can you say about the

36. These roads were often used by carriers from

Compact contribution in this sense?

Turkey, Romania and Russia. In the recent years,

No country can be called civilized and modern

however, they used to pass Moldova by. What does

without a developed road infrastructure. Roads are

transiting means for a country? Money. From my

the blood vessels of a country’s economy. A good road

point of view we lose money because we don’t have

infrastructure means smaller costs related to the repair

a developed infrastructure. As far as I know, the

of machinery, higher speed for transportation of goods

transit flow through our country has fallen by 1.6

and higher flow of tourists, better travel services.

times compared to 2000. If all our roads were as

In a word, a good road infrastructure is a country’s

the Sarateni-Soroca is, international carriers and

image that contributes to a friendly environment for

individuals would be glad to use them. We still have

investments.

to work hard and in a transparent manner in this

There have also been other important efforts to
develop the road infrastructure – with funding from the
European Investment Bank, with Road Fund financing,
amendments to the legislation to collect more money

sector for another 10 years.
What are the lessons that Moldova must learn
from Compact implementation?
Clear

policies,

transparency,

and

partnership

in this sector. Unfortunately, corruption and lack of

with the civil society, no corruption, open audit and

transparency have slowed down the development of

professionalism. In addition to that, people must be

this sector. The Compact was a positive challenge to

paid accordingly. Only then will we have professionals

prove that it is possible to work in a different way.

and people will be happy to work. Ultimately, everything

I think that all the Moldovan roads will be reconstructed
in 10-15 years. Only then we will demonstrate that
Moldova tends to be a civilized country.
I am sorry to say that the rehabilitation of the Sarateni-

is done by the people for the people.
What must we do to ensure the sustainability of
the investments made by the U.S. Government over
the past 5 years?

Soroca road demonstrated that it is not enough to have

Given that our decision makers often change, the

money and use it efficiently. It is important that people

executive power is not stable and doesn’t have a clear

are ready to receive the reconstructed infrastructure. I

governance program for the future, I cannot answer this

mean all the vandalism and damages caused along the

question.

Sarateni-Soroca road. This speaks about the mentality
of the people which, unfortunately, is as it is. If we

If Moldova happens to benefit from a second
Compact, what sectors should it cover?

don’t change our attitude, the modern infrastructure

Moldova is a farming country and the food issue is

will not help, as things will not change. We must work

becoming more pressing worldwide. In the past we were

with communities; make people understand that to

poor and clean because we had nothing but land. Now, I

move forward we have to change our mindset and

think that not much time is left before we will say that

approach. The Compact experience demonstrated that

we have become the richest ones due to our land. We

very many people are not yet ready for this change and

must use this gift efficiently, but also learn to do it in a

irresponsibly destroy what has been built.

civilized manner. This is a sector that is worth investing

According to your estimates how much would

in. The second one would be the social infrastructure

the spending of a transport company reduce if the

rather than the road one, more specifically the

Moldovan roads were good?

development of the rural tourism. These are two critical

It is simple: the losses incurred by transport companies

sectors that would breathe life into our villages that

for car service reach 1 USD/km/year according to the

from year to year are becoming more deserted and

2014 World Bank data.

forgotten.
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TRANSITION TO HIGH VALUE
AGRICULTURE PROJECT
Overview:

Achievements:

• Rehabilitation of 10 irrigation systems (6 on the

The largest activity in terms of tasks and budget is

Nistru River: Criuleni, Lopatna, Jora de Jos, Cosnita,

the rehabilitation of the central irrigation systems

Puhaceni and Roscani, and 4 on the Prut River:

(CISRA). The rehabilitation cost is about 80 million USD.

Blindesti, Grozesti, Leova and Chircani/Zirnesti)

The construction contracts were awarded to SADE,

covering a total area of about 15 thousand hectares;

France and the consortium of Romanian companies

• Irrigation sector reform, including the legal

Hidroconstructia and IAMSAT Muntenia.

transfer of the management of the rehabilitated

The modernization of the irrigation systems will

systems from the Government to 11 Water Users’

enable agricultural producers to irrigate about 12

Associations established with the Compact support;

thousand hectares and, with private investments, the

• Facilitated

access

to

funding

due

to

the

implementation of the USD 12 mil. Post-Harvest
Credit Facility;
• Growing High Value Sales.

irrigated area may be expanded to 15 thousand hectares.
The modern systems will help them:
• reduce the operation and maintenance costs,
diversify their crops,
• use water for irrigation when they need it,
• reduce the water leakage due to the polyethylene

15
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pipes and energy-efficient equipment.

systems they can set the water price on their own and

After rehabilitation the irrigation systems will

supply water when they need it. After the management

continue to belong to the government, while managed

of irrigation systems was transferred to WUAs, in most

by Water Users’ Associations based on agreements

cases the irrigation water price has fallen.

signed with Apele Moldovei Agency for a 30 year term.

The Compact has also provided support to improve the

Apele Moldovei Agency, however, will make sure that

management of water resources in Moldova. It developed

these assets are managed properly and take action if

policies and procured state-of-art equipment for public

appropriate.

entities amounting to about 700 thousand USD.

The Irrigation Sector Reform Activity provided

The Access to Agricultural Finance Activity is a post-

support to creation of WUAs, signing of management

harvest infrastructure loan program with a total budget

transfer agreements to seven WUAs, implementation

of 12 million USD. Overall, 66 loans amounting to about

of the WUA training and capacity building program,

11.4 million USD have been disbursed since 2012 for the

drafting of secondary legislation supporting the Water

development of post-harvest infrastructure. More than

Law, procurement of equipment for the common

two thirds of this amount has been used to build or fit

hydrologic modelling platform with the geographic

out cold storage facilities for fruits, vegetables or grape.

information system, as well as procurement of

The fourth activity of the THVA project, Growing

equipment for the common platform for issuance of

High Value Sales Activity, implemented jointly with

special water use authorizations.

the United States Agency for International Development

The Compact established 11 WUAs that gather

(USAID) (ACED project), included trade missions

together about 6000 farmers. All of them are operational

and visits to international trade shows, training for

and their staff and technical workers who will operate

agricultural producers from the project-covered value

the rehabilitated systems have received appropriate

chains (apples, table grape, tomatoes), assistance to

training.

drafting business plans and applying for funds for

After WUAs take over the management of irrigation
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ALEXANDRU SLUSARI: BY
IMPLEMENTING THE COMPACT THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE GAVE US THE
FISHING ROD. IT IS TIME THAT WE
START FISHING
Interview with Alexandru Slusari, Chairman of National Association of Employers in Agriculture and Food Industry

W

hat is your opinion about the

for the loans, the Compact loans were very appropriate,

Compact Moldova?

because the access to funding, particularly affordable for

The Compact was a big opportunity

agricultural producers, has always been and will be in the

for Moldova. Its interventions did not

next 20 years one of the major challenges in the farming

confine to one sector only: a road segment of about 100
km was rehabilitated very well and in time. We all know
how roads are rehabilitated in Moldova – most of them are

sector.
Do you think the Compact has contributed to the
development of high value agriculture in Moldova?

patched, and we can see the difference with the road that

The Compact has had its input in this sector, contributing

was renovated with the Compact support. Another major

to the development of the farming sector in Moldova: by

component was rehabilitation of 10 irrigation systems,

rehabilitating the irrigation systems and providing loans

which has never happened over the past 25 years. This

for investments in the post-harvest infrastructure. Our

is a huge opportunity for us and it should be an impetus

duty is to work hard to have more projects of this kind.

for a new water management strategy. We are lagging

We cannot develop the high value agriculture in Moldova

behind in this sense and there is much work to do. As

with our own funds. We need programs like the Compact.
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Unfortunately, because of corruption, no other Compact

while WUAs should exist not only on paper and be viable

will start in 2016. The major challenges that Moldova is

and able to have an efficient communication with the

facing will leave their mark on other sectors as well,

state entities and promote their members’ interests. It

including farming. Things are as they are because of

would be appropriate to have a post-Compact program

corruption, monopoly and shadow economy.

to provide logistical support to WUAs at least in the first

All these phenomena have a negative impact on the
investment climate. If we deal with them, we will get the
chance to receive foreign funding. I am afraid that if we

post-Compact year.
What can you say about the Steering Committee, a
member of which you are?

don’t progress with farming development in the next two

The Steering Committee monitored the spending of

or three years, our prospects are very bleak and we risk

the Compact funds. All the relevant documents were

losing many villages.

always available for us and we could anytime ask any

What should the Government do to develop the
irrigation sector?

question. Most of our concerns were considered by the
management of MCA Moldova. It was easy to work with

Very much depends on how we manage to develop the

them because the documents made available to us were

Water Users’ Associations. We know that our people are

very clear about how the money is spent and contained

reluctant to associate and we should make efforts to keep

detailed descriptions of all expenditures. It would be good

that spirit of association in order to make full use of the

to have more projects managed by professionals as the

rehabilitated irrigation systems. It is impossible to develop

Millennium Challenge Account Moldova is.

the high value agriculture without irrigation. I think that

What Compact experiences are worth adopting?

we need a clear strategy for using and developing water

The most impressive thing for me was the anti-fraud

resources in Moldova. What we have now cannot be called

and corruption mechanism. I had the opportunity to

high value agriculture. By implementing the Compact the

read this document and I have to say that there was

American people gave us the fishing rod. It is time that we

no scandal or corruption issue during the Compact

start fishing.

implementation process. The Compact is an example of

The efficient management of WUAs is very important. I

how works should be supervised, what anti-corruption

think that they should be managed by responsible people

and anti-fraud measures are required in international

able to do it.

projects and now we can see the results: rehabilitated

To make sure the irrigation sector will further develop,

irrigation systems, a very good road built from scratch.

the main player should be the Government that will

I think that we should consider putting in place an

monitor and continue to subsidize 50% of the water that

anti-corruption system similar to the one used by the

will be used for irrigation. This will be a significant support

Compact in all the international projects so as to avoid

for the agricultural producers. Very much depends,

any blames against our country that donors’ money is

however, on people. Producers should be able to associate,

stolen.
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THE REHABILITATION
OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS WAS
SUCCESSFULLY COMBINED WITH
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH

L

ast

spring

Archaeology

the
in

National
cooperation

Agency

for

of yellow metal, agate beads, one axle disk made of baked

with

the

clay and one flint artefact.

National History Museum of Moldova in

The funerary artefacts and the clay pots were cleaned

Chisinau and the History and Ethnography

and restored by the National History Museum of Moldova,

Museum in Ungheni conducted rescue investigations at

which also collected all the items made of precious

the archaeological site dating from the ancient era (first-

metal and the other items discovered at Medeleni to

second century AD) and located in the reconstruction

further hand them over to the History and Ethnography

site of the Blindesti irrigation system.

Museum in Ungheni.

The research was conducted after a Sarmatian grave

Archaeological research was also conducted at the

dating from the early Roman times (first-second century

Leova Sud irrigation system. In the spring of 2015 two

AD) was found during the reconstruction of the Blindesti

archaeological sites were uncovered and explored at

irrigation system with the U.S. Government’s funds. The

Filipeni. These are two tumuli strongly damaged by

discovery was made by workers while digging a trench

farming activities located in the rehabilitation area of

where new pipes will be installed for the irrigation system.

the irrigation system. The excavations and explorations

They found a human skull and an amphora-shaped jewel

on an area of about 2 500 square meters found four

made of yellow metal. Without realizing that that was

graves, three outdoor hearths and an interesting

an important archaeological finding and thinking that

archaeological material dating from the Roman times

it was the skeleton of a person buried not long ago they

and the Middle Ages.

stopped the works and immediately notified the Police
Inspectorate from Ungheni.
The excavations at the Blindesti system, close to the

Among the tumuli, one grave stands out. It belongs to
the nomadic Sarmatians originating in the east that lived
in this area in the first centuries of the new era.

Medeleni village (Petresti commune), destroyed partially

„We found four graves and only one had golden items

a tumulus and a grave dating from the first-second

in it, more specifically a pendant and an amphora-shaped

century AD, which had inside of it funerary artefacts,

earring worked in the filigree technique. One item is unique

items made of precious metal of exceptional importance

for Moldova – amulet pendant with golden edges and a

for the national cultural heritage, jewellery items made

glass tube in the middle”, archaeologists say.
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GALINA BOSTAN: OTHER FOREIGN
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS SHOULD
CAPITALIZE ON THE MCA MOLDOVA’S
EXPERIENCE OF TRANSPARENT AND
EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT OF FUNDS

W

Interview with Galina Bostan, director of the Corruption Analysis and Prevention Center
hat are the major fraud and
corruption risks that are possible
in Moldova? Have you made any
corruption analyses of projects

with external funding?
The major fraud and corruption risks in the

projects with external funding are related to public
procurements and, therefore, there need to be anticorruption instruments – policies, to prevent any
conflicts of interests and bids higher than the market
price or payments for activities that are on paper only.
The conflict of interests by employing relatives by blood
or affinity is also one of the most frequent corruption
factors in Moldova.
What is your opinion about MCA Moldova’s
initiatives that aim to prevent illegal actions and
corruption in projects?
MCA Moldova has put in place a very good fraud
and corruption prevention mechanism guided by its
fraud and corruption prevention and mitigation policy
and an anti-fraud and corruption action plan. The
entity demonstrated a responsible approach to the
management of funds. The MCA Moldova’s mechanism

research. In spite of the additional costs and time that

is efficient and represents a number of actions that aim

were required for such research, MCA Moldova did it

to prevent the corruption cases and ensure the efficient

and, therefore, contributed to the conservation of the

and proper use of funds and human capital.

country’s cultural patrimony. I must also say that the

What about the transparency of MCA Moldova?
Do you think these actions are enough?

Compact implementation team has always acted in
good faith and this is critical in corruption prevention

MCA Moldova’s operations were very transparent.

and mitigation efforts. Besides the anti-fraud and

Everything is aboveboard. Even this interview is

corruption policies, no doubt there must be a team of

evidence for that. Besides the efforts to comply with

professionals that will act in good faith and apply them.

legislation and internal procurement and financial

The MCA Moldova’s experience should be used by

management procedures, MCA Moldova was also

similar projects. It would be a pity to miss such an

involved in social projects, such as archaeological

opportunity.
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